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Download free The broadcasters of bbc wales 1964
1990 (2023)
established in 1964 bbc cymru wales is based in cardiff and directly employs some 1 200 people to
produce a range of programmes for television radio and online services in both english and welsh 7
march wales defeat ireland 15 6 in dublin john dawes makes his international debut wales win the
five nations championship the welsh national side makes its first overseas tour to south africa tennis
gerald battrick wins the british and french junior championships bbc wales sports personality of the
year lynn davies births the creation of bbc cymru wales came in february 1964 as a result of the
report of the pilkington committee on broadcasting this was a government appointed committee that
considered the future happy 60th birthday bbc cymru wales on 9th february 1964 wales became the
last part of the uk to receive bbc tv with the new service bbc wales now bbc on bbc cymru wales
was launched on 9 february 1964 it was preceded by a major promotional campaign encouraging
viewers to view the new television service including short bursts of music with the launch of bbc
wales in february 1964 so the corporation in wales came of age as new programmes were produced
which were more closely aligned to the nation s culture and unique way of collection of clips
celebrating 100 years of the bbc broadcasting in wales 100 years of the bbc in wales a collection of clips
celebrating a century of bbc broadcasting in wales what changed most of all in wales in the 1960s that
was the big question we asked ourselves and the men and women who lived through that
momentous decade when we began our research take a look at some of our clips that capture
childhood in wales in the 1960s and 1970s our archive films capture the key moments people and
places in welsh history browse our subsections on a nice little animation explaining the new
transmitters at wenvoe and haverfordwest 10 jan 1964 production of the shakespeare play performed
in the welsh language when baritone mostyn thomas sang traditional welsh language folk song
dafydd y garreg wen on the evening of the bbc s first broadcast from wales on 13 february 1923 it
signalled the start of cwmbran is wynne s town of the week let us know what you remember and
what you love about the place now bbc co uk programmes b09wrl29 prior to 1964 wales was a
broadcast region of the bbc and as such it received transmissions by relay from london but from april
1964 with the launch of bbc2 bbc wales aka bbc cymru was treated as a separate third channel but
which continued to carry almost all bbc1 programmes 1960s archive footage of camping in wales evan
morgan of pontypridd and his wife enjoy the outdoor life camping in wales 1 55 former bbc one
wales logo used from 2006 until 2021 the channel was launched on february 9 1964 as bbc cymru
wales bbc one wales broadcasts around three hours of non news programmes for wales each week
alongside six hours a week of national news for wales from bbc wales today 1964 1966 the moment in
1964 when lynn davies won the tokyo olympics title with an 8 07m long jump earned him the
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nickname of lynn the leap and a place in welsh athletics history which has the broadcasters of bbc
wales 1964 1990 tells the inside story of an exceptional period in welsh broadcasting when an eclectic
collection of characters emerged both in front and behind the microphone this is the yearly broadcast
schedule for bbc one wales



bbc cymru wales wikipedia Apr 19 2024 established in 1964 bbc cymru wales is based in cardiff and
directly employs some 1 200 people to produce a range of programmes for television radio and online
services in both english and welsh
1964 in wales wikipedia Mar 18 2024 7 march wales defeat ireland 15 6 in dublin john dawes makes
his international debut wales win the five nations championship the welsh national side makes its
first overseas tour to south africa tennis gerald battrick wins the british and french junior
championships bbc wales sports personality of the year lynn davies births
100 years of the bbc in wales an uneasy start and unclear future Feb 17 2024 the creation of bbc
cymru wales came in february 1964 as a result of the report of the pilkington committee on
broadcasting this was a government appointed committee that considered the future
bbc wales launch film february 1964 youtube Jan 16 2024 happy 60th birthday bbc cymru wales on
9th february 1964 wales became the last part of the uk to receive bbc tv with the new service bbc
wales now bbc on
history of the bbc in wales Dec 15 2023 bbc cymru wales was launched on 9 february 1964 it was
preceded by a major promotional campaign encouraging viewers to view the new television service
including short bursts of music
centenary celebrations for the bbc in wales Nov 14 2023 with the launch of bbc wales in february
1964 so the corporation in wales came of age as new programmes were produced which were more
closely aligned to the nation s culture and unique way of
100 years of the bbc in wales bbc archive Oct 13 2023 collection of clips celebrating 100 years of the
bbc broadcasting in wales
wales bbc archive Sep 12 2023 100 years of the bbc in wales a collection of clips celebrating a century
of bbc broadcasting in wales
bbc blogs wales wales in the sixties Aug 11 2023 what changed most of all in wales in the 1960s that
was the big question we asked ourselves and the men and women who lived through that
momentous decade when we began our research
bbc wales history archive Jul 10 2023 take a look at some of our clips that capture childhood in wales
in the 1960s and 1970s our archive films capture the key moments people and places in welsh history
browse our subsections on
bbc wales from the 60s youtube Jun 09 2023 a nice little animation explaining the new transmitters at
wenvoe and haverfordwest
macbeth in welsh 1964 bbc wales youtube May 08 2023 10 jan 1964 production of the shakespeare
play performed in the welsh language
bbc what s been occurring in wales for 100 years Apr 07 2023 when baritone mostyn thomas sang
traditional welsh language folk song dafydd y garreg wen on the evening of the bbc s first broadcast
from wales on 13 february 1923 it signalled the start of
cwmbran 1964 great archive of cwmbran take facebook Mar 06 2023 cwmbran is wynne s town of



the week let us know what you remember and what you love about the place now bbc co uk
programmes b09wrl29
wales broadwcast Feb 05 2023 prior to 1964 wales was a broadcast region of the bbc and as such it
received transmissions by relay from london but from april 1964 with the launch of bbc2 bbc wales
aka bbc cymru was treated as a separate third channel but which continued to carry almost all bbc1
programmes
bbc wales bbc wales sixties wales Jan 04 2023 1960s archive footage of camping in wales evan morgan
of pontypridd and his wife enjoy the outdoor life camping in wales 1 55
bbc one wales wikipedia Dec 03 2022 former bbc one wales logo used from 2006 until 2021 the
channel was launched on february 9 1964 as bbc cymru wales bbc one wales broadcasts around three
hours of non news programmes for wales each week alongside six hours a week of national news for
wales from bbc wales today
60 years of bbc wales sports personality 10 of the best Nov 02 2022 1964 1966 the moment in 1964
when lynn davies won the tokyo olympics title with an 8 07m long jump earned him the nickname
of lynn the leap and a place in welsh athletics history which has
the broadcasters of bbc wales 1964 1990 y lolfa Oct 01 2022 the broadcasters of bbc wales 1964 1990 tells
the inside story of an exceptional period in welsh broadcasting when an eclectic collection of
characters emerged both in front and behind the microphone
bbc one wales schedules 1964 Aug 31 2022 this is the yearly broadcast schedule for bbc one wales
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